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MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERINTENDENT

I would like to offer congratulations to the returning Trustees and the two new members of

the board. I look forward to continuing our work on our Strategic Plan and the Framework for

Enhancing Student Learning. 

CHSS STUDENTS ATTEND 
BC STUDENT VOICE FORUM

CHSS recently sent a team of 4 students to the BC Student

Voice Forum. Mataya Aceto, Corbin Basso, Alan Phuong and

Pia Khaira participated with youth from across the province

in conversations around mental health and wellbeing, as

well as the legalization of cannabis and its impact on

youth. They learned about the 7 Habits of Highly Effective

Teens from the Franklin Covey Institute and finished off

planning their local forum, which will be coming soon!    

I would also like to share some photos from my recent trip to Hartley Bay. It was a

wonderful experience and I thank the students, staff, and residents of Hartley Bay for

welcoming us so warmly.  

Our School District Vision is Inclusive, Engaging, Real and our mission is to ensure each

student successfully completes their education program with a sense of hope, purpose and

control. In our school district, our values are caring, collaborative, ethical, fun and inclusive!

And in the short time I’ve been here, I can attest that all of this is true!  

The workshop focused on how Adaawx (oral histories/true

tellings) that have been passed down in families for

millennia work in conjunction with contemporary

archeological findings and other scientific research to tell

the story of how the ancient ancestors of the Ts’msyen

people lived long ago. You can learn more by contacting

our local Aboriginal Education Department. 

 ADAAWX AND THE 
ANCIENT TS'MSYEN
Wa̱p Sig̱atgyet was filled with

educators last Friday eager to learn

about the ancient ancestors of the

Ts’msyen people. 

ROOSEVELT 
STUDENTS COUNT 
IN 3 LANGUAGES!

- Irene LaPierre, Superintendent of Schools 

Nicole Boutin’s grade one French

Immersion class at Roosevelt

had a mission to learn how to

count to 10 in three languages:

English, French and  Sm’algyax.  

their epic territory and rich culture. Steve, our guide,

immersed us in Nisga'a history with his engaging

stories, both cultural and scientific, about the very

ground we walked on. He also commented that PCS

was a phenomenal group to work with and he

enjoyed us. Great work representing PCS everyone! 

PCS STUDENTS CLIMB 
A VOLCANO

To learn how to count to 10 in

Sm’algyax, Mme. Boutin

collaborated with helping teacher

Tannis Calder from the Aboriginal

Education Department using a

locally developed Sm’algyax

children’s book titled “K’üül,

Gup’l, K’wilii.” Mrs. Calder

performed the book as a song

accompanied by her ukulele

while the class sang along.

Roosevelt would like to thank

Mrs. Calder for the performance.  

PCS had an amazing

hike up to the

volcano cone in

Nisga'a Memorial

Lava Bed Park. We

would like to give a

special thanks to the

Nisga'a people for

letting us explore   


